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Monitors remote installations without security manpower

Automated location tracking and mapping in real-time

Automatic live video recording of theft, call alert to 
administrator and live voice call recording

Stolen cables continue to be tracked with live information

Petroleum giant in the Gulf 
pilots a RF-based 
CABLE TRACKING SYSTEM
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KEY REQUIREMENTS:

Petroleum Development Oman is the premier hydrocarbon exploration and 
production company in the Sultanate of Oman. It explores oil fields and 
develops them into productive assets by drilling wells and constructing and 
operating various hydrocarbon treatment and transport facilities. Its production 
machinery is spread over vast open areas of desert, with heavy power 
requirements that are supplied through expensive power cabling. Since these 
power cables passing through remote locations are vulnerable to theft, the 
company required a solution that could track these cables from a remote 
location.

Main challenges:
�Need for accurate identification of cable location passing through remote 

desert areas.
�Difficulty in catching thieves since no information is available in tracking the 

theft at remote locations.
�Enabling capture of intruders so that this acts as a deterrent against crime.
�Quick tracking of theft is important so that stolen material can be recovered.

SOLUTION:

Essen RFID offered a specialized solution based on its Strada™ tracking device 
in order to remotely track cables. Strada™ devices are fitted along various 
sections of cable. Any attempt to disconnect the power cable before theft 
triggers a camera that starts video recording at that location. The tracker 
simultaneously sends an alert call to the system administrator and also 
connects that call to live audio recording from that location. Since the GPS co-
ordinates of the tracker are known, the theft location is instantly ascertained.

IMPLEMENTATION:

The tracking system deploys multiple Strada™ tracking devices that are 
mounted on the cables along the various cable routes. Video cameras are 
utilized for live video streaming.

The Cable Tracking System is developed through .NET technology and uses 
SQL Server as the back-end database.

WORKING:

Tracking information is obtained from every power cable passing through 
remote locations, as follows:

�Strada ™ tracking devices are assigned to the power cables.
�Emergency alerts are generated on vibration of the tracking devices.
�Starts a video recording at the cable location and sends a voice call to admin.
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Process Flow:

1. Assign Strada™ tracking device to cable: The operator assigns a Strada™ to 
a section of cable with its location details.

2. Start live video recording in case of theft: Power cables connect the 
company’s machinery spread over long distances in remote areas. If there 
is any attempt to steal a cable, the Strada™ device vibrates and activates 
the video camera to start live recording which can be viewed in real time by 
the system supervisor.
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Start video recording if cable 
attached to Strada™ gets vibrated

Generate alert call to admin and 
connect the call to live recording

Display the location of the 
affected cable section on map

Assign Strada™ tracking device 
to remotely located power cable
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3. Generate alert call from remote location: As soon as theft is attempted, the 
Strada™ device sends an alert call to the system administrator. The alert 
call automatically connects to live voice call recording when the cable is 
moving.

4. View the location of the stolen cable on the map: The cable tracking system 
displays the exact location of the stolen cable on a map. This enables the 
administrator to provide live tracking information regarding direction, 
location and distance of stolen cable to the police.

Application Flow:

Tracker Master: All Strada™ tracking device details are saved in the Tracker 
Master. These include device ID, alert contact number, line colour for drawing 
path, icon image for mapping, etc.
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Cable Master: All cable details with their codes are saved in the Cable Master.

Region Master: Regions are drawn on the map and saved in the Region Master.

Cable and Tracker Mapping: Each cable can have multiple tracking devices
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attached to it depending on its length. All devices affixed to a single cable are 
mapped with each other. When a cable is selected from the list, the operator will 
get device details if any tracking device is mapped and also ascertain which 
other tracking devices need to be mapped.

Region and Tracker Mapping: This is used for mapping tracking devices with 
regions. If many devices are placed in a single region, this module allows the 
operator to determine the number of tracking devices used in any particular 
region.

Cable and Mobile Mapping: A cable has multiple tracking devices attached to it, 
with one device for each section of cable. If a theft is attempted, an auto call is 
sent out to an emergency number. This module allows the operator to input a 
mobile device ID against any particular cable. The same mobile ID gets 
automatically applied to all the Strada™ tracking devices that are mapped with 
this cable.

Mobile Alert SMS Setting: Mobile numbers are added here for sending SMS
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alerts. When a thief leaves a region carrying a section of cable along with its 
associated Strada™ device, this device sends a SMS alert to those numbers.

Master Dashboard: This displays the physical location of all Strada™ tracking 
devices on the map. Movement of all devices is displayed on a single screen.

Cable Dashboard: This is useful for a cable-wise summary. When a cable is
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selected, all mapped tracking devices for that cable are displayed on the 
screen. When a device is selected, if it is moving then its path is drawn on the 
map and its current physical location gets known.

Historical Dashboard: This maps the movement of a tracking device between 
two dates selected by the operator.

BENEFITS:

�Efficient and accurate tracking of current location of power cable.
�Live video recording if attempt to disconnect power cable.
�Automatic simultaneous alert call to administrator.
�Quick identification of theft location on the map.
�Accurate trapping of theft location with distance, direction and speed.
�Cost-effective operations in remote unpopulated areas.

LINKS:

Hardware:

Video Camera
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